The Only Complete Product Liability Solution

Lexis Product Liability Navigator™ is the only solution that gives you broad and deep insight, quickly searching beyond case law and across the variety of information types that are key to any product liability case. Results are presented in a visual format that tells a story so decisions can be made quickly.

Built from the ground up with the insight of product liability attorneys, our solution is the only one that can save you time and reduce risk with immediate insight into the value and viability of a product liability case.

Our dashboard presents only the most important information and cuts out the irrelevant as determined by product liability attorneys.

• Is the product highly regulated?
• Is there multidistrict litigation?
• How many recalls and reports are there?
• What is the average award amount over how many cases?

And then dig deeper into any of the result sets to get a more in-depth story so you don’t spend hours on research.

Whether you are evaluating to take a case, or determining the best way to win a case, the Lexis Product Liability Navigator™ solution provides the direction you need.

BUILT BY AND FOR PRODUCT LIABILITY ATTORNEYS

EASY VISUALIZATION

UNIQUE TAILORED FILTERING
Understand Risk and Reward

Understand value—With integrated verdict and settlement data on product liability cases, the value of a case is easily apparent.

Lessen your risk—Whether you are representing the plaintiff or defendant, our dashboard provides the ability to quickly stitch together a story and decrease the unknowns.

Save Time and Resources

Built to think like a product liability attorney—Input one to four pieces of data and up to 19 searches are done across all content types so the dots are connected for you, tying information together for one, clear picture.

Receive results, every time—When no results are found, No Fail Searching automates the process expert researchers typically go through running multiple searches across various content types to return the most relevant results instantly.

Quick comprehension—Reduce your time searching through information in multiple locations. Comprehensive, concise data provides a quick understanding of your product liability case so decisions can be made easily.

One Point of Reference

Unique filters—Utilize filters designed specifically for product liability cases including: theories of liability, affirmative defenses and injury type. Pinpoint only the information important to product liability cases and dive deeper into the critical information you need.

Lexis® content—Rich LexisNexis content at your fingertips combines its comprehensive collection of regulations, case law and recalls with the product liability focus you desire.

See how Lexis Product Liability Navigator™ can make a difference in your case.
Contact us at 800.628.3612.
LexisNexis.com/ProductLiabilityNavigator